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Introduction
Mediterranean regions are regularly affected by high
precipitation events, especially during autumn
(Rivrain, 1997; Ricard, 2012). Some of them are catastrophic, leading to very great damage in terms of
human and material losses. They occur on average
every 5 years. They generally involve a stationary
storm. The last catastrophic event of this kind goes
back to the Draguignan disaster of June 15th 2010
(Bresson, 2011), where 460 mm fell in 24 hours,
amongst which 290 mm in only 6 hours. However, in
some rare cases, stationarity is less obvious or shortlived. The event of October 3rd 2015 across Cannes
belongs to this category. Rainfall amounts over the
episode were commonly less important than in the
stationary situation. Nonetheless, rainfall was typically
very intense, exceeding 80 to 100 mm/h (107 mm/h
during the Cannes episode). In addition to heavy
precipitation, dramatic impacts need some further
exacerbating factors, such as steep slope and urbanization for instance.

 Figure 1: Vigilance map emitted by Météo-France on Saturday,
October, 3rd, 2015 at 09 UTC. Orange implies a strong risk of severe
event and reinforced monitoring with bulletins every 3 hours.
Heavy rains and violent storm concern a large area from Gard
department to Alpes-Maritimes one.
a

In the following sections we will focus on the Cannes
event. In particular, the meteorological ingredients will
be explored, from a synoptic point of view to a very
fine-scale one. Besides that, forecast model behaviour
will be analyzed, illustrating the benefits from finescale and non-hydrostatic simulation.
Météo-France, in anticipation of the event, placed
several Départements – including Alpes-Maritime – at
the orange alert level (Figure 1). One important question which we try to answer concerns the possibility of
improving meteorological alerts in this situation.

b

The Cannes Event
Initially, convective activity reinforced strongly over
the Var Département late in the afternoon and in the
evening of Saturday, October, 3rd. The storms then
shifted toward the Alpes-Maritimes Département,
within which lies the Cannes region.
In more detail, the stormy “wave” was the product of
two successive convective systems (Figure 2). The
second one (noted S2) appeared upstream of the first
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 Figure 2: MSG3 IR images on Saturday, October 3rd, 2015,
at 1800 utc (a) and 1915 utc (b). S1 and S2 refer to two successive
convective systems.

one (noted S1), with a temporal lag of the order of 45
minutes to 1 hour. Thus propagation of the convective
activity temporarily showed a retrograde character.

a

One can also notice the very impressive brightness
temperature associated with the second system: 69 °C, clearly showing a strong overshoot (near the
tropopause the temperature was close to -50°C).
The precipitating envelope evolved continuously
(Figure 3). It organized into an intense elongated line,
more or less aligned along the axis of coastal relief and
steering flow (here, from the south-west, see later). The
line progressed slowly, according to the above mentioned retrograde character. This slow progression and
elongated spatial organization explains the persistence
of precipitation (1h30 to 2h), and was very important to
the rain accumulation (Figure 4).

b

Figure 3: Reflectivities from the ARAMIS french RADAR network,
on Saturday, October, 3rd, 2015, at 1810 utc (a) and 1905 utc (b).
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 Figure 4: Rain accumulations provided by the ANTILOPE analysis,
over 1 hour (a), 2 hours (b), 3 hours (c) and 6 hours (d),
on Saturday, October, 3rd, 2015. ANTILOPE product is based
on both RADAR data and measurements
from the raingauge network (also given here).
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However, the convective activity was not, strictly
speaking, stationary. The duration of the episode was
too short in comparison to 3 to 6 hours, the typical
lifetime of a Mediterranean stationary storm system.
The epicentre of the event was situated near Mandelieu, where 107 and 175 mm were observed in only 1
and 2 hours respectively (195 mm in 6 hours).
Furthermore, the spatial scale of the highest amounts
was very limited: the isohyets 100 and 150 mm occupy approximately an area of 500 km2, and 250 km2
respectively. In these conditions, only small-scale
coastal catchments reacted dangerously to heavy
precipitation. In particular, the Brague river (flowing
between Châteauneuf near Grasse and Antibes)
developed a devastating flash flood, responsible for
3 deaths at Biot.

The Meteorological Alert
As stated above, the Météo-France meteorological
alert was set to orange level (the 3rd level of 4) over a
large area, from the Gard Département to the AlpesMaritimes one (Figure 1). Concerning the latter, a decision was taken late morning of October 3rd, allowing
a lead-time of around 9 hours.
Over the whole episode, 100 to 150 mm at most was
forecast, according to monitoring bulletins. Strong
precipitation intensities were emphasized: 20-50 to
40-60 mm/h. However, the latter clearly underestimated observed intensitites.

The Meteorological Context
From a Synoptic Point of View
The convective episode developed in relation to the
eastward progression of an upper level deep trough
over France (figure 5). The trough drove a strong
southwesterly flow over Southeastern France (40 to
50 knots at 500 hPa). Moreover, the precipitation
event occured in relation to the slow progression of a
cold front.
At high level, near the dynamical tropopause (1.5 PVU),
one can notice the eastward propagation of a sharp
low-tropopause anomaly (noted “LT”, Figure 6).

 Figure 5: Geopotential height (brown line, gpm),
winds (red barbs) and temperature (shaded with dashed line
every 2°C) at 500 hPa from the ARPEGE model (initialized
at 12 UTC 3 October 2015), at 18 UTC 3 October 2015
(is superimposed a box localizing area of the most important
rainfall amounts).
 Figure 6: 850 hPa
wet-bulb potential
temperature (shaded,
above 14°C), wind (red barbs,
above 55 kt) at the 1.5 PVU,
height (in dam) of the 1.5 PVU
(brown continuous line,
intervals of 50 dam),
ascending vertical velocity
(blue continuous line, intervals of around 2 cm/s), from
the ARPEGE model at 18 UTC
3 October 2015. Warm (blue)
arrow represents warm
advection (motion of the low
tropopause anomaly). “LT”
designs a low anomaly of
the dynamical tropopause,
while the fuchsia point
localizes the convective
system.
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This anomaly is “dynamic”, that is, it developed strong
ascending motions on its leading edge. By interacting
with low level warm advection from the Mediterranean,
the upper anomaly clearly played a crucial role in the
triggering then maintenance of the Cannes convective
system. Its influence on convection may be “direct”, by
the intermediary of ascending motions, or “indirect”,
in destabilizing the atmospheric column or reinforcing
warm advection at low level.
On the other hand, one can notice that rapid displacement of the tropopause anomaly did not allow longlasting anchoring of a possible stationary convective
system. In the operational treatment of the situation,
such an eventuality had not been rightly envisaged.

a

From a Mesoscale Point of View
At low level, a warm southerly to southwesterly flow
fed the convective system (Figure 7). Warm advection
was stronger in the AROME model than in the ARPEGE
model. The 950 hPa wet-bulb potential temperature
(θ’w) was only a little bit higher in AROME model, but
the wind was significantly more intense. The couple
(wind, θ’w) as simulated by AROME was close to
(35/40 kt, 17-18°C), which represents a significant
transport of energy.
These values were a little higher than during the June,
15th, 2010 Draguignan disaster (for comparison,
30 kt and 18°C; see Goulet, 2015). Thus fine-mesh
non-hydrostatic AROME simulations in comparison to
ARPEGE may have furnished a first clue concerning a
risk of a very severe precipitation event.
This strong warm advection was associated with the
carriage of a very moist air mass, as shown by the
precipitable water field (Figure 8).
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 Figure 7: 950 hPa wet-bulb potential temperature
(blue continuous and dashed line, from and above 16.5°C,
every 0.5°C) and wind at 950 hPa (black barbs, kt) at 21 UTC
3 October, from ARPEGE (initialized at 00 UTC 3 October 2015, in a),
and AROME (initialized at 03 UTC 3 October 2015, in b).
Wind at 600 hPa (red barbs, kt) from ARPEGE, and 3 hours rainfall
accumulation from ANTILOPE analysis are superimposed.

 Figure 8: Precipitable water (mm),
integrated over the atmospheric column, provided by ARPEGE
(initialized at 00 utc 3 October 2015, in a)
and AROME (initialized at 06 utc 3 October 2015, in b),
for October, 3rd, 2015 at 21 utc.
Caption is given below the precipitable water map.
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Indeed, this parameter exceeded 35 to 40 mm (according to models) while case studies in “Mediterranean” literature just reveal that 35-40 mm could be
a threshold from which a high precipitation event may
become likely (see Ricard et al, 2012 for French
cases; Romero et al, 2000 for Spanish cases ; Rotunno et al, 2001 for an Italian Piedmont case).
The warm advection shows a typical focused feature
(shown to a lesser degree, however, in the AROME
model), helping development of a solitary but severe
storm. Moreover, it destabilized the troposphere
(Figure 9). Thus the MUCAPE, which takes into account here water load as entraining of (unsaturated)
environmental air, exceeded the very significant value
of 800 J/kg.
In section 4.a, important upper forcing has been
identified. However until now, no low-level contribution has been clearly identified (except the warm
advection).
At first, the linear organization of the precipitating
system along coastal relief emphasizes the influence
of orography in the maintenance of the convective
system (section 2).
Then, mesoscale analysis (Figure 10) helps refine the
conceptual scheme by providing two supplementary
ingredients. An area of strong surface moisture
convergence appeared between the southerly and
easterly winds, where the convective system evolved.
Moisture convergence is well known for playing a
fundamental role in high precipitation event forcing
(Romero et al, 2000, Ricard et al, 2012). The surface
convergence probably resulted in part from the deviation of the southerly low level jet by the Alps (Bresson, 2011, Bresson et al, 2012). Furthermore, a cold
pool built below the convective system. Temperatures
were 2 to 3 degrees lower than further North-East or
West. One can notice that at Cannes, the temperature
fell 2.3°C in one hour, between 20 and 21 UTC (Figure
11, almost 3 degrees at Nice).

 Figure 9: Vertical profile forecasted by ARPEGE
(initialized at 00 UTC 3 October 2015), on Saturday, October, 3rd,
at 21 UTC, close to area of triggering of the convective system S1
(see section 2).

 Figure 10: Mesoscale analysis from VARPACK (Variational
Package, Fisher et al, 2006) on Saturday, October 3rd, 2015
at 19 UTC: 2 m AGL temperature (in blue as ⭐ +15.5°C),
10 m AGL wind (black barbs as ⬎15 knots), 2 m AGL dew point
temperature (in red, as ⬎ +18°C), surface moist convergence
(“mocon”, in dark grey, as ⬎ 30 kg s-1) and 1 hour accumulated
rainfall from the ANTILOPE analysis. “CP” means Cold Pool.

 Figure 11: Time evolution of the Temperature (in blue),
the Mean Sea Level Pressure (grey dotted line)
and the hourly rain accumulation (red bars)
at Cannes (department of the Alpes-Maritimes),
from Saturday, October, 3rd, at 14 UTC to Sunday,
October, 4th, at 01 UTC.
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So, in addition to relief and convergence, a cold pool
forced the warm unstable southerly flow from the
Mediterranean Sea to be lifted (see Maddox et al,
1979).

a

If temperatures reacted in relation to the convective
system, then pressure did also. This decreased by
4 hPa in only one hour before the arrival of the storm.
One can speculate that diminishing pressure accelerated the southerly low level jet, thus reinforcing the
moisture convergence ahead of the convective development.

Benefits From Fine Scale
and Non-hydrostatic Simulations

b

In 2008, a new generation of numerical model
appeared at Météo-France: the fine mesh non-hydrostatic AROME model (Seity et al, 2008). Since then,
the French model has benefited from a succession of
evolutions: enlargement of the domain, improvement of the analysis, including radar measurements,
resolution etc
For instance, the spatial definition increased very
recently from 2.5 to 1.3 km. Given its 3D resolution
and physics, AROME appears intrinsically better
adapted than hydrostatic models as ARPEGE, to treat
convective episodes with realism.
c

Here, our aim is to characterize the benefits of the
AROME model in comparison to the French hydrostatic ARPEGE model. Moreover, one wonders if AROME
provides relevant information regarding the risk of an
extreme event.
At first, the best simulation of AROME (initialized on
October, 3rd, at 03 UTC) is clearly more realistic than
the ARPEGE one, regarding the forecasting of the
24 hours rain totals (Figure 12).
Thus, AROME is able to reproduce very high rain
amounts in the south of the Alpes- Maritimes Département; that is from 100 mm to 160 mm; while ARPEGE
suggests no more than 30 to 60 mm (one observes
195 mm at Cannes). Other simulations of AROME are
less relevant. However, all of them largely improve the
ARPEGE forecast.
 Figure 12: 24 hours accumulated precipitation provided
by the ANTILOPE analysis (a), forecasted by,
(b) the best AROME model (initialized at 06 UTC 3 October 2015)
and (c) the best ECMWF model
(initialized at 06 UTC 3 October 2015).
ANTILOPE product is based on both RADAR data
and measurements from the raingauge network.
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Notice a second axis of elevated rain accumulation (100 to 150, maybe 180 mm) is situated more to the west (Figure 12a).
Indeed, before the evening Cannes event, an
earlier severe convective episode hit western
Provence between late morning and the afternoon of 15 October. In this case AROME has
some difficulties in locating the event with
accuracy (spatial lag of 30 to 50 kilometers).
The simulation shown suggests a trajectory
too far west, focusing on the Gard Département. But the main idea of one initial western
convective “burst” is relatively good. Nonetheless, this problem of localization in addition to variability of AROME simulations gives
some uncertainty to the convective event over
the Alpes-Maritimes Département.

 Figure 13:
Three hours
accumulated
precipitation
forecasted by AROME
on Saturday,
October, 3rd, 2015,
initialized at
00 UTC (a), 03 utc (b),
06 UTC (c)
and 12 UTC (d) ;
and provided by the
ANTILOPE analysis (e).
ANTILOPE product
is based on both
RADAR data
and measurements
from the raingauge
network.

Inspection of forecast accumulations confirms these findings.
AROME is consistent and very informative regarding risk the of
intense precipitation over the Alpes-Maritimes, making for easier
alerting (at the “orange” vigilance level). The improvement over
ARPEGE is impressive: the best simulation of ARPEGE suggests only
25 mm/3 h (not shown) while AROME forecasts systematically at
least 70 to 100 mm/3 h (Figure 13). The best simulation remains
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 Figure 14: Infrared images
simulated by AROME for Saturday,
October, 3rd, at 18 UTC (on the upper-left),
19 UTC (on the upper-right),
20 UTC (in the middle to the right), 21 UTC
(in the middle to the left) and 22 UTC
(in the lower-left). AROME been initialized
on October, 3rd, at 03 UTC.
S1 and S2 refer to successive
convective systems.
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the one initialized at 03 utc: 130 mm/3 h (Figure
13b) ! This compares rather well with observations
(177 mm/3 h). This good skill traduces particular
behaviour of the simulated convective system: it
becomes temporary retrograde (Figure 14). Such information is of course particularly precious. However it is
in a minority: 3 runs amongst 4 do not reproduce this
retrograde system, and then underestimate rain accumulation by a factor 2.
Hourly rain amounts are also to be analyzed (Figure
15). Indeed the timescale of the event is shorter

than 3 hours: no more than 1h30 to 2 hours. In
this respect, AROME is particularly interesting.
Indeed, near the epicenter of the event, rain totals
oscillate between 50 and 70 mm/h, whatever the
run (while ARPEGE suggests 5/10 mm/h). Such
recurrent intensities are not so frequent from
AROME model. These ones clearly traduce potential for very strong precipitation, even if the Cannes
observed 107 mm remains relatively remote. Such
infra-daily information has to be operationally
used, for improving characterization of a high
precipitation event.
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 Figure 15: Hourly accumulated precipitation forecasted by AROME
on Saturday, October, 3rd, 2015, initialized at 00 UTC (a),
03 UTC (b), 06 UTC (c) and 12 UTC (d) ; and provided by the ANTILOPE
analysis (e).
ANTILOPE product is based on both RADAR data and measurements
from the raingauge network.
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Simulated high precipitations also traduce the ability
of AROME to reproduce with realism severe convective
systems (Figure 16). In particular, in successive simulations, AROME developed low pressure within the
convective system, which was indeed observed in the
reality. Low pressure constitutes another clue of
“abnormal” severity. It reflects strong interaction
between meso and convective scale: convective
lowering of the pressure intensifies low level warm
advection and moisture convergence, while the latter
retroactively makes convection stronger etc
Even if the Cannes convective system is probably not
strictly speaking a supercell, it could be valuable to
inspect associated predictive parameter such as the
SCP (Super-Cell Parameter, see Thomson et al, 2003).
So, successive simulations of AROME show strong
values of this parameter around the Côte d’Azur, from
6 to 10 units (Figure 17a and b). Such values mean a
supercell is likely with weak tornados.

An EPS (Ensemble Prediction System) is currently
being tested at Météo-France. It contains 12 members
with a slightly degraded 2.5 km spatial definition. It
would not have improved forecast of the Cannes
event. However, it gives also an interesting SCP signal
concerning the risk of intense convection (Figure 17c).

Summary and concluding remarks
French Mediterranean regions are regularly hit by high
precipitation events. Some of them are devastating.
The recent October 3rd, 2010 event was the latest
one. The meteorological alert was raised by forecasters to a high level: “orange vigilance”.
This studied event was not characterized by the
setting up of a stationary convective system. Indeed,
it lasted no more than 2 hours. However, it showed
temporary a retrograde character with linear organization of its precipitating pattern. This helped produce
very significant rainfall in a short time: 175 mm in
1h30 !

Figure 16: 1500 m reflectivity, MSLP (brown contours),
925 hPa wind forecasted by AROME on Saturday,
Otober, 3rd, 2015, initialized at 00 utc (a), 03 utc (b), 06 utc (c)
and 12 utc (d).

Several factors or forcings played an important role in
the setting up of the convective event.
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d
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Three other ingredients acted together for the
maintenance and organization of the convective
system: 1) The orography and its alignment with
the south-west steering flow; 2) an important
convergence (as moisture convergence) between
southerly and easterly flow; 3) a cold pool associated to a thermal deficit of the order of 2 to 3°C.
In this situation, the very fine mesh AROME
performed much better than the ARPEGE model.
Its best realization was even very realistic: 1)
it proposed particularly intense precipitation
(70 mm/1h, 130 mm/3h, 160 mm/24h) with fairly
good localization; 2) The convective system organized according to a line oriented along coastal
reliefs; 3) The storm showed temporary retrograde
character, explaining in a part for the significant
rain accumulation.

b

 Figure 17: Super-Cell Parameter (SCP) estimated from AROME,
initialized on October 3rd, 2015, at 06 (a) and 12 utc (b).
In (c), probability that the SCP exceeds 2 units
(weak risk of supercells). Probability is issued from a based
on AROME model experimental Ensemble Prediction System (EPS).

At first, at upper level, a sharp low tropopause anomaly
progressed over southern France, producing strong
ascending motion at its leading edge, then causing
moistening and destabilization of the atmospheric
column and triggering of the convection.
Moreover, the Cannes convective system was fuelled
by a very important warm and wet transport (from the
south or south-west) from the Mediterranean Sea. The
couple (wind, θ’w) was close to (35-40 knots, 1718°C). This couple probably exceeded that of the
previous disastrous June 15th, 2010 Draguignan
event. Thus it is compatible with a very severe event.

However this solution still somewhat underestimated reality and did not represent majority of
other simulations. But it is interesting in highlighting a weak risk of an extreme event. In other
words, a change of alert level was not feasible with
any useful degree of anticipation. Nonetheless, a
better characterization of the precipitating event in
terms of infra daily totals was reachable. This
underlines necessity to deepen the valuation of
AROME simulations. Indeed, some details may be
very informative: convective behaviour, hourly rain
totals etc
Moreover, the relative dispersion of simulations
implies operational AROME has to be “framed”
by an ensemble forecast. Currently, a coupled to
AROME EPS is being tested at Météo-France,
before operational implementation in 2016.
The ensemble doesn’t improve forecast of the
Cannes convective system in comparison to the
operational AROME. However, it confirms a risk
of severe event over the south of the AlpesMaritimes department (signal given by the SCP).
In conclusion, a disaster needs meteorological
factors. However, other factors have to be present.
In the Cannes case, we could mention: 1) steep
terrain, 2) urbanization, and 3) an important previous rainy episode (70 to 80 mm in 24 hours). In
such an explosive context, runoff was clearly
favoured.
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